NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND BREAK SHARP EDGES
2. PART NUMBER (DRG NO., DASH NO., REVISION NO., SERIAL NO.) TO BE CLEARLY MARKED ON THE PART.
4. OXI-SOLV RUST INHIBITOR TO BE APPLIED TO BOTTOM SURFACE. DO NOT PAINT.
5. PLUG TAPPED AND THRU HOLEs DURING PAINT APPLICATION.
6. FULL WELDED CONSTRUCTION
7. STRESS RELIEVE BEFORE FINISH MACHINING
8. REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES
9. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
10. TOLERANCES: .XX .XXX ANGULAR UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: SYSTEM SUB-SYSTEM NEXT ASSY SCALE: SHEET 1 OF 1
11. CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
12. MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
13. COMMENTS:
14. FILE NAME/LOCATION: PARTS LIST
15. PART NO. QUANTITY REQ. SPARE TOT.